Invitation to

Staff Training Week
Central Library of Charles University
November 2024

Place: Prague – faculty libraries, Central Library, other national libraries situated in Prague

Date: 4.-8. 11. 2024

Registration fee: 100 €
Preliminary Agenda*

- Visiting chosen faculty libraries, such as:
  - Library of the Faculty of Education
  - Library of the Faculty of Arts
  - Library of the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports
  - Library of the Faculty of Science
  - Faculty of Mathematics and Physics
  - Faculty of Humanities

- Introduction to the Central Library departments, which are:
  - E-learning Support Centre
  - Central Librarian System Department
  - eResources Department
  - Open Science Support Centre
  - Digitization and Repositories Department

- Visiting a few other significant Prague libraries, for example:
  - National Library of Technology
  - Strahov Monastery Library

* The programme will be specified at least a month before the training. We won’t likely be able to visit all of the stated faculty libraries, so please let us know if you have some priorities.